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Scope and Sequence: Level 4

All units practise skills in reading, writing, listening and speaking based around
particular structures and vocabulary. Specific study skills are listed separately.

Unit Vocabulary Study Skills

1 What is the policeman doing? Pages 8–12
He’s going to go to the bank. Places in a town Spelling: words ending in nk
What are we going to do this week? Adverbs of frequency Categorising
The library is never open on Sunday.

2 Clifton was a small town. Pages 13–17
There were houses and shops on the bridge. Jobs and professions Spelling: words beginning with sh
At midnight the fireworks started. Comparative adjectives Alphabetical order
The streets were narrower and dirtier.

3 When is the next train? Pages 18–22
Can I have … please? Would you like …? Places in a town Spelling: questions words 
I’d like … How much …? Directions beginning with wh
Excuse me, where’s the …? Punctuation: question mark
Turn right/left; go straight.

4 The puppet factory. Pages 23–27
Can I paint the face? Items for sewing and Spelling: short a; a + magic e
You must wear an apron. making things Alphabetical order: book 
Be very careful. Watch your fingers! titles 

5 The Family Fun Palace. Pages 28–32
It will have three cinemas. Shall we go trampolining? Sport and sport equipment Spelling: words ending in alk
Yes, let’s. Let’s go inside. It will be cloudy in the west. Points of the compass
After lunch we’ll walk to the river.

6 Join the Smile Club. Pages 33–37
You should go to the dentist. Dentistry and anatomy Spelling: words beginning with ch
You shouldn’t eat much/many … Punctuation: apostrophe (short
Do you eat fruit? form/possession)

7 You have to do your homework. Pages 38–42
You have to be at school … You have to do your homework. School vocabulary Spelling: words ending in sh. 
Open the window so that fresh air can come in. First aid

8 Everybody had a picnic. Pages 43–47
Everybody had a sandwich. Nobody had a slice of cake. Singular indefinite pronouns Spelling: words beginning or 
Do you play sports more than twice a week? ending in sk
I never play sports. She doesn’t have many … Punctuation: inverted commas; 
I have a lot of … capital letters; question marks

9 Animals in danger. Pages 48–52
How tall is a giraffe? There are 500,000 monkeys. Animals Spelling: numbers
There were only a few leaves. Categorising: different forms 
There was only a little grass. of speech
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Scope and Sequence: Level 4

Unit Vocabulary Study Skills

10 Living in the desert. Pages 53–57
They use branches to build houses. If it rains, you will get wet. Deserts and desert animals Spelling: words beginning in th

11 At the airport. Pages 58–62
Lots of people work at the airport. Airport vocabulary Spelling: words ending in tch
Can you see the man who/that …? Punctuation: capital letters (proper

names)

12 Uncle Ted has travelled all over the world. Pages 63–67
Have you ever …? He’s never been to India. Countries and places Spelling: words beginning
I like to make things. I do the sweeping. and ending in st

13 Emails are very interesting. Pages 68–72
I’m interested in … I’m always bored in winter. Adjectives ending in ing Spelling: words beginning in qu
It was exciting! Hobbies Categorising

14 Mountains, lakes and forests. Pages 73–77
There is less snow in Clifton. More/fewer/less Spelling: short i; i + magic e
There are fewer teachers at High Top. The most/fewest/least Punctuation: apostrophe 
It has the most beaches. Countries (short form/possession)

15 Clifton was an old fishing village. Pages 78–82
One day something terrible happened. Fishing Spelling: short o; o + magic e
While Pat was watching TV, Ben was 
putting books on the floor. 

16 Life in the future. Pages 83–87
Earth will become too crowded. Space vocabulary Spelling: words beginning in br
We may build cities in space. 
They didn’t like the city, because it was too crowded.
I may play football after school.

17 What will happen to our coasts? Pages 88–92
Beaches are either sandy or rocky. What will happen? Coasts and the environment. Spelling: words ending in ch
It won’t be able to swim. We won’t leave rubbish. Diving. Punctuation: inverted commas, 

capital letters, question mark

18 Write about you. Pages 93–97
Revision Spelling: rhyming words

Categorising; Alphabetical order

The Castle Race Pages 98–99

Map of the world Pages 100–101

Dictionary pages Pages 102–104

Irregular verbs list Page 105

Grammar round-up Pages 106–109

Word list Pages 110–111
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